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Course Approval
The syllabus was approved by the Board of Teacher Education on 17 February 2014 , and is valid from the
Autumn semester of 2014 at Karlstad University.

Course Code: ESGL01
Spanish I, Secondary Teacher Education, 30.0 ECTS Credits
(Spanska med didaktisk inriktning I, 30.0 Swedish credit points)
Degree Level: Bachelor
Progressive Specialisation: G1N (First cycle, has only upper-secondary level entry requirements)

Language of Instruction
Spanish with some components in Swedish

Prerequisites
General admission requirements plus either
- field-specific eligibility A2 (upper secondary school level Modern languages - Spanish 3), or
- field-specific eligibility 2 (upper secondary school level Spanish Step 3, English B) barring English B, or
- the courses ESBXN1 Spanish basic course 15 ECTS cr and ESBXN2 Spanish qualifying course 15 ECTS cr.

Major Field of Study
SPA (Spanish)

Learning Outcomes

The aim of the course is that students develop and reinforce their communicative knowledge and skills in terms
of linguistic, cultural and subject-specific teaching methodological aspects and a critical approach to them, as
well as, on the basis of subject and subject-specific teaching knowledge, develop the skills required to motivate
students in school to engage in interactive learning of Spanish.

Module 1 Modern Spanish Literature and Film, 7.5 ECTS cr

Upon completion of the module, students should be able to:
- analyse and interpret contemporary Spanish-speaking literature and other cultural expressions using basic
theoretical concepts,
- present and support their own analysis and give an account of models for working with texts in school,
- use film as a resource in teaching Spanish,
- search for and organise information and present it orally and in writing with correct use of sources, quotations
and references, as instructed,
- plan and conduct motivation creating activities for using literary texts in Spanish in different classroom
contexts.

Module 2 Oral Proficiency in Spanish, 7.5 ECTS cr

Upon completion of the module, students should be able to:



- describe and explain the basic principles of Spanish phonology,
- give an account of and compare contrastive differences in the Spanish and Swedish sound systems,
- orally present and defend different perspectives and positions,
- conduct speaking exercises designed to support students' pronunciation and fluency skills.

Module 3 Written Proficiency in Spanish, 7.5 ECTS cr

Upon completion of the module, students should be able to:
- master the most important elements of Spanish grammar and apply the basic concepts,
- identify and explain the most important linguistic features in Spanish that can prove difficult to students,
- transfer text content from Swedish to Spanish
- give an account of basic teaching methodological strategies designed to support written interaction and
production in Spanish.

Module 4 Modern Spanish Text, 7.5 ECTS cr

Upon completion of the module, students should be able to:
- give an account of the structure of contemporary, non-fictional texts with an emphasis on coherence and
cohesion,
- produce well-structured and coherent texts with an emphasis on argumentation and summary with correct use
of sources, quotations and references, as instructed,
- analyse diverse contemporary non-fictional text types with a focus on linguistic structures that can prove
difficult for students,
- give an account of motivation creating activities designed to develop students' skills in reading and
understanding current simple texts in Spanish with an emphasis on vocabulary, idiomatic expressions, phrases
and syntactic structures.

Content and Form of Instruction

Module 1 Modern Spanish Literature and Film, 7.5 ECTS cr
The module centres on the study, analysis and discussion of 20th and 21st century Spanish and Latin-American
literature of different genres using basic terminology for text analysis and discussion. The texts are analysed
with regard to literary aspects, style, language and the underlying cultural situation in the Spanish-speaking
world. Analysis, terminology and discussion of different types of modern Spanish and Latin-American film are
also included.

Module 2 Oral Proficiency in Spanish, 7.5 ECTS cr
The course covers Spanish phonology and exercises in oral presentation, conversation and listening
comprehension, oral proficiency exercises, common pronunciation problems and remedies.

Module 3 Written Proficiency in Spanish, 7.5 ECTS cr
The basic concepts of Spanish grammar are treated in theory and practice on the basis of contrastive and
teaching methodological perspectives. The module includes translation exercises.

Module 4 Modern Spanish Text, 7.5 ECTS cr
The module involves reading and analysing texts in Spanish with a focus on content and form, e.g. vocabulary,
idiomatic expression, phrases and grammatical construction. Students practise writing different types of texts
with an emphasis on developing strategies for working with texts in their future profession as teachers.

Reading List

See separate document.

Examination

All examination components are mandatory. Group assignments submitted for assessment must clearly indicate
individual contributions.



Module 1:
Learning outcomes 1-5 are assessed on the basis of individual, written hand-in assignments and oral group
discussions.

Module 2:
Learning outcomes 1 and 2 are assessed on the basis of a written individual exam. Learning outcomes 3 and 4
are assessed on the basis of individual or group conversations and oral presentations.

Module 3:
Learning outcomes 1 and 3 are assessed on the basis of a written individual exam. Learning outcomes 2 and 4
are assessed on the basis of individual take-home assignments.

Module 4:
Learning outcome 1-2 are assessed on the basis of individual take-home assignments.
Learning outcomes 3-4 are assessed on the basis of a written exam.

Grades

One of the grades Distinction (VG), Pass (G), or Fail (U) is awarded in the examination of the course. The
grade of Distinction is awarded to students who have earned a grade of Distinction for at least 75% of the total
course credits, i.e. 22.5 ECTS credits.

Quality Assurance

Follow-up relating to learning conditions and goal-fulfilment takes place both during and upon completion of
the course in order to ensure continuous improvement. Course assessment is based on student views and
experiences as reported in written course evaluations and/or group discussions. Students will be informed of the
result of the evaluation and of the measures to be taken.

Course Certificate

A course certificate will be provided upon request.

Additional Information

Students who enrolled before 1 July 2007 will complete their studies in accordance with the requirements of the
earlier admission. Upon completion students may request degree and course certificates to be issued under the
current ordinance if they meet its requirements.

The local regulations for studies at the Bachelor’s and Master’s levels at Karlstad University stipulate the
obligations and rights of students and staff.
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